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3. Area Updates

a. Finance:

i. FPL: Awaiting finance form which is appended to the event planner. 
Everything else is completely finished. Form filled out in meeting, so 
pending confirmation, this should be up and running this week. I will 
advertise that this week.

1. Current prize pot: £85.00

2. Projected Prize Pot: £100.00

3. We have 149 members. We have 343 community members, and so 
43.4% are signed up. There will be some that are in from last year.

4. Cam will send a welcome message in the WhatsApp community 
reminding people to get their membership.

5. For pub lectures, can we sell tickets to members only? Yes is the 
answer and we can charge £0 hopefully.

b. SU Website: £25ph to hire SU photographer, Matt has a contact in the SU. 
We could create a Google Photos archive that people can view and 
download from, but not edit.

c. Welcome Week: Cam will type up the raffle emails into a mailing list, 
then Rebecca will send out the welcome email (Current socials like 
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rounders, FPL, pub lecture, any information about Integration Bee, and 
a brief summary of what we do and how we can help). Finish it off with 
the link to the WhatsApp and more importantly the SU page.

d. Social Sec:

i. Rounders is on the move. £12 set on Amazon that we can order. We 
would like to do this next weekend. We would need to fill out the 
relevant forms (H+S, risk assessment, equipment list).

ii. Pub Social at Brewhouse potentially next week (next Tuesday?). This 
would be a welcome social for Freshers, so implement some kind of 
icebreaker theme that also makes it easy for freshers to spot our group.

iii. The first pub lecture: We need to choose a lecturer to do the first 
one, so potentially bring back Waleed Ali, pick a venue (brewhouse 
tank room), and pick date/time. Give Waleed enough time to plan it 
alongside his other studies. Ideally before Halloween.

iv. Halloween Social is a must! Club night at Rev’s maybe like last year? 

1. Potential Ideas for a twist: Costume contest (£20 bar tab prize), 
brainstorm some other potential Halloween ideas over the next 
month.

v. Other ideas for socials: Pub golf but at each “hole” you must solve an 
integral. The team who solves first, second, third etc. gets points. 
Whoever has most points at the end wins a prize.

vi.  FPL Social: Could be more like we meet up and watch a football game. 
“Football Bingo”. Not much of a time limit on that, just any game will do.

e. Sponsorships: Matt to send a Sponsorship Proposal Form to LANE7.

f. Social Media Strategy: Have a meeting for Social Media Strategy either 
next meeting or the meeting after that.

g. Potential New Committee Member: This is no longer the case, so no action 
needed!

h. BUMS FC: Postpone to January, add to Notion.

4. STEM Ball: Collaboration between BUMS, ChemSoc, PhySoc, BUBS (and 
possibly BCSS). We should send out an email to the above societies to build a 
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mini-committee to organise the Ball (one member from each society). No 
public announcement until we have concrete information.

5. AOB

a. Integration Bee: Yuki to email Vishal Guptar about the Integration Bee.


